in the news-

briefly

**Liddy**

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Carter Tuesday convicted the sentence of G. Gordon Liddy, former aide to White House special counsel John Dean, for his part in a burglary of Democratic National Committee headquarters in Washington. Liddy, who was convicted of seven felonies on July 21, will have served just over four years of a sen-

ence of 20 years on the charges.

**Rhodesia**

BULAWAYO, Rhodesia (UPI) — Black nationalist guerrillas have abducted about 1,000 white farmers and farm laborers in an area of southern Rhodesia where the Zambian border is nearby, according to sources close to the government and the guerrillas. The military government of Rhodesia. A suspension of all union activity is being considered at present across the border into Zambian, the sources confirmed.

**Spain**

MADRID, Spain (UPI) — At least one of the two Spanish government ministers have resigned and others are considering stepping down in protest against what some workers say is a policy of cutting back on government services and increasing income taxes. Sources close to the government and many members of Congress toldUPI Tuesday the two cabinet ministers of the late General Franco administration, who were expected to resign to Premier Suarez, have offered to resign.

**Espionage**

LOS ANGELES (UPI) — As FBI agents continued their nationwide hunt Monday for agents of the giant TRW electronics firm, another one of its employees has been charged with delivering secret information meant only for the CIA.

**Contraceptive**

NEW YORK (UPI) — A male contraceptive effective for up to three years and administered by a single injection may be new being tested on a limited number of volunteers, it was reported Tuesday.

**Zaire**

KINSHASA, Zaire (UPI) — Zaire's former President Mobutu Sese Seko has been found dead, his health minister was quoted as saying Tuesday. Mobutu died at his home in Kinshasa.

**Weather**

Your weather staff brings to you the Red Flag Day today. A high of 70 degrees expected for the day, with a low of 58 degrees. Expect clouds and breezy conditions to continue.

**Project Hope**

Rabin prohibited from quitting

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin cannot leave office despite a political crisis that threatens his government. The Israeli Cabinet voted Tuesday to give him an ultimatum to decide whether to resign or face a vote of no confidence. Rabin cannot leave office if he faces a political crisis that threatens his government. The Israeli Cabinet voted Tuesday to give him an ultimatum to decide whether to resign or face a vote of no confidence.

**Assistance for low-income elderly**

Council votes rental aid to Riverside

WASHINGTOr (UPI) — The Riverside County Board of Supervisors Tuesday voted to award $10,000 in funding to Project Hope, a program designed to help low-income elderly individuals by offering them employment opportunities.

**Project Hope**

Planned here are a resident and staff member of Project Hope, a program designed to help low-income elderly individuals by offering them employment opportunities. Project Hope is sponsored by the Riverside County Department of Human Resources. For more information call 208-543-3333.
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Rebate best for U.S., Labor secretary says

WASHINGTON, D.C. (UPI) - Labor Secretary Raymond Marshall said today President Carter's proposed $500 tax rebate is the best way to stimulate the nation's economy while avoiding inflation and buying time for permanent solutions.

In a strong defense of the rebate, Marshall said the administration - despite criticism of spotting economic statistics with a corporate tax cut - remains a permanent tax cut.

The former University of Maine law professor who is the administration's single most influential economist, said the rebate was a $500 tax cut. Marshall and a permanent cut would improve the nation's economy, but there would be no needed for future programs.

Marshall said the rebate is in inflationary, but permanent tax cuts are needed to create the economic environment for lasting economic recovery.

Panel: Education plans lack rural females

WASHINGTON, D.C. (UPI) - Substantive education programs are needed in the nation's rural areas, a governmental panel reported Thursday.

It urged the President and Congress to develop a comprehensive federal rural education policy to improve the quality of education in this nation's small towns and rural areas.

In the nation's capital, the new U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare's report was released by the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, who is the panel's chairman.

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare, headed by Secretary of Agriculture, said with a smile: "We're not going to change the world, but we're going to improve education in America."
Rape-law change draws support, confusion in Iowa

JOAN M. GENTRY

The Iowa Legislature has made progress toward legislation to protect women toward extinction. That progress has been both forward and backward, and the Iowa Senate has been working on a new law that would make it easier for women to report sexual assault.

On the one hand, the legislation is being praised as a step forward in addressing the problem of rape. On the other hand, some believe it does not go far enough.

The new law would make it easier for women to report sexual assault by eliminating the requirement that they must prove they were physically forced to have sex.

One of the most controversial aspects of the bill is the requirement that women must prove they were physically forced to have sex. This has been a problem for many women who have been raped, as they may not have been physically forced but still feel they were raped.

The bill has received a mixed reaction from lawmakers and activists, with some saying it is a step forward while others believe it does not go far enough.

The bill has also been criticized by some who believe it is not strong enough to protect women from sexual assault.

The bill is expected to be signed into law soon, and it is hoped that it will help to protect women from sexual assault in the future.

LASA aids 'Hunger Week'

By KEVIN KERR

The Liberal Arts Student Union has announced its sponsorship of "Hunger Week," which begins on April 12, and will continue through April 18. The semester-long project is designed to raise awareness about hunger and promote a sense of community among students.

The event kicks off with a kick-off event on Monday, April 11, from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. at the Iowa Memorial Union and a series of events and activities planned for the following days.

"For me, 'Hunger Week' is about raising the visibility of hunger and the need for action," said Sarah Brown, a junior political science major and the LSA's president. "It's about creating a sense of shared responsibility and making people aware of the issues that affect our fellow students and communities around the world."

The project is a collaboration between the LSA and the Iowa Student Government, and it is expected to draw attention to the issue of hunger and encourage action on the part of students.

The "Hunger Week" project includes a variety of events and activities, including a "virtual hunger" fundraiser, a "Hunger in the News" lecture series, and a "Hunger in the Classroom" series.

The "Hunger in the News" lecture series will feature guest speakers from various organizations and non-profits who will share their expertise on the issue of hunger and how to address it.

The "Hunger in the Classroom" series will feature guest speakers from various disciplines who will share their perspectives on how the issue of hunger can be addressed in their fields.

The "virtual hunger" fundraiser will feature a variety of events and activities, including a "virtual hunger" auction, a "virtual hunger" art show, and a "virtual hunger" music concert.

The project is expected to draw a wide range of participants and to raise awareness about the issue of hunger and the need for action. The LSA and the Iowa Student Government are encouraging students to participate and to make a difference in the lives of those affected by hunger.

"We are excited to be a part of this important project," said Brown. "We hope that it will help to raise awareness about the issue of hunger and encourage action on the part of students.
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The budget deficit has been a serious problem for the past few years. In addition to the need for a long-term solution, it has also raised concerns about the sustainability of the current level of government spending. The deficit is primarily due to increased spending on social programs and defense, as well as reduced tax revenues. The government has tried various measures to address the deficit, including tax increases and spending cuts, but the results have been mixed. It is clear that more needs to be done to ensure the long-term fiscal health of the country.

A key issue is the impact of the deficit on the economy. Some argue that a high deficit can lead to higher interest rates, which can slow economic growth. Others suggest that deficits are necessary to finance important government programs. The debate continues and will likely be a major issue in upcoming elections.

The government has also faced criticism for its handling of the budget deficit. Some have accused it of being too focused on short-term political gains and not enough on long-term economic stability. There are calls for more transparency and accountability in the budget process to ensure that the public can have confidence in the government's fiscal policies.

In conclusion, the budget deficit is a complex issue with no easy answers. It requires a thoughtful and balanced approach that takes into account the needs of both the economy and the country's fiscal health. The government must be held accountable for its actions and the public must be informed about the impact of the deficit on their lives.
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A cynical fairy tale of Occupied France

By JULIET ANDREW Special to The Daily Iowan

Two major events in the last 10 years of France which actually grew out of the long history of the country and the movement of the nation have been the rise of Jacques Prévert and Marcel Carné. Both of these men have contributed to the French cinema in a significant way.

Preventing in 1940, Créteil was their last peak effort and marked the romantic vision of the French film. It was a story about a man who would never be more than a minor character. The man who would be the main character in this story to the French was a minor character. The man who would be the main character in this story was the French romantic. His love for the French was his love for the French romantic. His love for the French was his love for the French romantic. His love for the French was his love for the French romantic. His love for the French was his love for the French romantic.

A place on the screen of Jacques Lantier in the spring they come in France.

There was a woman who was a minor character in the script. The woman who would be the main character in this story was the French romantic. His love for the French was his love for the French romantic. His love for the French was his love for the French romantic. His love for the French was his love for the French romantic. His love for the French was his love for the French romantic.
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Highlanders to hold arts seminar

By LYNN PHILIP

The billed men and women of the Scottish Highlands are breaking into the social scene with force, as Terence Hill and the US Three will be among those listed for the opening address, tomorrow.

But it has been a long time since the Scottish tradition of holding such an event. The last time was in 1976, when the Huntly Group organized the event.

The opening address will be presented by Terence Hill, who will talk about the history of the Highlands.

The second address will be given by the US Three, who will talk about their experience of being in Scotland.

The finale will be given by the Scottish poet, Robert Burns, who will talk about the Scottish culture.

The seminar will be held in the Clapp Recital Hall, starting at 9:00 AM. The entrance fee is $1.50.
Hawks continue to roll

The Iowa baseball team continuedsolid hitting, pitching, and defense to sweep for fourth straight doubleheader Thursday. The Hawks improved their past three games with the sweep in Iowa City with a 10-4 record and six-game winning streak overall. Iowa led by two runs or less for 14 games against Lewis and Richmond.

"We played very well," said coach Dave Benda. "We had to hold them, and we did with a good game."

The Hawks added four more runs in the third when first baseman Del Ryan hit a towering line drive out of the ballpark in the third inning. The Hawks followed with a strong relief effort of the Hawkeye offensive line this coming season, Coach Chuck Iowa's 612 total.
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Students $28 Staff $42

ATTENTION Students & Staff!

Your Deadline for ordering Hawkeye Football Tickets is April 30!
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Golfers cop triangular

The Iowa men's golf team captured its third straight triangular championship Thursday in Iowa City, edging both Iowa State and Northern Illinois by one stroke. Under windy conditions, junior Nigel Gaff needed a one-over-par 71 to clinch his second career win, a 7-under-par 205, for a total score of 639.

"I've been playing well the whole season," Gaff said. "I've been practicing a lot and I've been hitting the ball well."
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